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Abstract. A reusable multi-agent architecture is presented for interactive diagnostic 
tasks. The multi-agent system interacts with the user at two levels: at the level of the 
task itself and at the level of clarification of the process. The three agents 
distinguished are: a user, a diagnostic support agent and a clarification support agent. 
The user and the diagnostic support agent co-operate on the basis of a shared 
diagnostic task model; the user and the clarification support agent co-operate on the 
basis of a shared clarification task model. 

1.  Introduction 

The design of systems to support experts in complex decision tasks requires analysis of the 
task as a whole, including the co-operation between the user and the decision support 
system. During analysis, the acquisition of a shared task model of a task can play an 
important role, a model shared by the user (who also is an expert) and the designer. This 
shared task model is used to design the architecture of a support system, and the interaction 
between this system and the user. A shared task model may not necessarily be ‘the’ expert's 
mental model of the task, but it is a model on the basis of which knowledge acquisition can 
be performed during the development of the system (cf. [4]), and on which the co-operation 
between the user and the support system can be based when the system is used (cf. [5]). 
 The agent paradigm provides a useful perspective to model co-operation between a user 
and a system on a complex task, such as diagnosis; e.g., [3]. [11][14][16] When human 
agents work together with automated agents in a co-operative task, clarification is often 
needed. For example, clarification may be needed about the meaning of terms used in the 
task, but also on the process; e.g., on the overall problem solving method that is followed in 
the task, or on a specific sub-task that is performed. Clarification can be considered as a 
complex task, which is at a meta-level with respect to the (object) task on which 
clarification is generated. Usually, human agents can clarify many aspects by themselves, 
but sometimes they may need support from another agent which co-operates with the 
human agent to perform the clarification task.  
 This perspective applied to a diagnostic task results in a multi-agent architecture 
consisting of three agents: the user, the diagnostic support agent, and the clarification 
support agent. Each pair of these agents has interaction: the user and the diagnostic support 
agent co-operate in the object task, the user and the clarification support agent co-operate in 
the clarification task, and the clarification support agent monitors and inspects the 
diagnostic support agent, the user, and their interaction. In the approach introduced here, the 
user and the diagnostic support agent have a shared model of the diagnostic task, whereas 



 
 

 

the user and the clarification support agent have a shared model of the clarification task. 
The architecture introduced in this paper has been applied to chemical process diagnosis, in 
co-operation with Dutch chemical industry. 
 In Section 2 the overall multi-agent architecture is introduced. In Section 3 the (shared) 
task models for both the diagnostic object task and the clarification task are briefly 
introduced and related to the three agents. In Section 4 the agent models of the diagnostic 
support agent and the clarification support agent are discussed in some more detail. In 
Section 5 a brief overview of the knowledge structures used is given. In Section 6 the 
interaction pattern between the agents is discussed. In Section 7 the different types of 
questions for clarification are discussed, and the types of knowledge required. Section 8 
addresses example clarification processes and shows the knowledge used. 

2.  The Multi-Agent Architecture 

In this section a multi-agent architecture is proposed in which three agents are 
distinguished: the user, the diagnostic support agent and the clarification support agent. As 
both the user and the diagnostic support agent may need information from the external 
world (for example on results of inquiries or tests performed to acquire additional 
information), interaction with the external world needs to be explicitly modelled. In Figure 
1 the top level composition (i.e., abstracting from the internal structure of the agents) is 
depicted. 
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Figure 1:  Top level composition of the multi-agent system 

 
 By considering the user and the diagnostic support system both as agents, a number of 
notions from the area of multi-agent systems can be exploited, such as autonomy, pro-
activeness and reactiveness of both agents, and communication and co-operation between 
the agents [6], [11], [14], [16]. The user, the diagnostic support agent and the clarification 
support agent are autonomous, and in principle run in parallel. They all reason and react on 
the basis of their own knowledge, but also on the basis of information provided by 
communication with other agents and observation in the external world. The clarification 
support agent almost continually interacts with the diagnostic support agent: the diagnostic 
support agent keeps the clarification support agent informed of the status of the diagnostic 
process. The clarification support agent can explicitly request additional information from 
the diagnostic support agent, for example, to analyse a specific line of reasoning. The 
diagnostic support agent and the clarification support agent communicate information to the 
user, who in turn may communicate additional information on the basis of which a 



 
 

 

diagnostic and/or clarification process may continue. The weak agent notion (cf. [16]) 
provides a useful concept to model the interactive concurrent processes involved. On the 
basis of this agent notion the required knowledge and behaviour is specified at a conceptual 
level. The weak agency characteristics autonomy, reactiveness, pro-activeness and social 
abilities all apply in the context of application. 

3.   The Shared Tasks Models for Diagnostic Task and Clarification Task 

The shared task models for diagnosis and clarification will be discussed in relation with the 
agents in which they occur: the diagnostic support agent in Section 3.1, the clarification 
support agent in Section 3.2, and the user in Section 3.3. 
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Figure 2:  Task composition of the diagnostic support agent  

 

3.1  The Tasks of the Diagnostic Support Agent 

The diagnostic support agent has diagnosis as its main task. Its task composition is depicted 
in Figure 2. The diagnostic task has three main tasks: (1) to control the problem solving 
process (2) to determine hypotheses to be considered and (2) to validate these hypotheses. 
For comparable models in the knowledge-based systems literature, see [7], [8], [9]. To 
determine which hypotheses are to be considered, a number of hypotheses are generated and 
one or more are selected. To validate hypotheses, a number of observations are determined 
and performed, and the hypotheses evaluated on the basis of the observation results. 

3.2  The Tasks of the Clarification Support Agent 

The following global categories or levels of clarification can be distinguished: 
terminological clarification, clarification of syntax (of expected input), clarification of the 
diagnostic process. Each of the different levels of clarification needed is modelled as a 
separate task both within the user and within the clarification support agent. 
 The actual clarification process is performed by the two agents in co-operation. In 
addition the clarification support agent has an own process control task. In Figure 3 the 
clarification support agent's task composition is depicted. Note that the task model for 
process clarification has an object-meta relation with the task model of diagnosis. For each 
of the subtasks of diagnosis a meta-task is modelled that monitors and clarifies this specific 
subtask. This task composition is useful to structure the process of process clarification. 
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Figure 3:  Task composition of the clarification support agent 

3.3  The Tasks of the User 

The tasks of the user are twofold: diagnosis and clarification. The former is performed by 
the user in co-operation with the diagnostic support agent, the latter in co-operation with the 
clarification support agent. To obtain insight in the agents, their tasks, and their 
interactions, also the assumed tasks of the user can be modelled. In Figure 4 a tree 
representation of the assumed user task composition of the diagnostic support agent (it is 
the intersection of Figures 2 and 4). The task model for clarification within the user is 
shared with the clarification support agent (it is the intersection of Figures 3 and 4). Which 
of the tasks in a shared task model actually is performed by the one agent and which by the 
other (and which by both), depends on the task division. In Section 5 an example task 
division and interaction pattern are discussed. 
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Figure 4:  Assumed task composition of the user 

4.  The Diagnostic Support Agent and the Clarification Support Agent 

In this section the agent architectures for the diagnostic support agent and for the 
clarification support agent are discussed. 
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Figure 5:   Top level composition of the Diagnostic Support Agent 

4.1  The Diagnostic Support Agent 

In contrast to most of the literature on diagnosis, the model of diagnosis used in this paper 
is in the first place a process model. It models the process of focusing on appropriate 
hypotheses to be investigated and determines which observations are to be performed for 
the focus hypotheses. Thus the decision making in the course of the diagnostic process is 
modelled, whereas literature such as [15] addresses diagnosis from a static point of view, 
assuming that all relevant observation results are already given.  
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Figure 6:  Composition of Hypothesis Determination 

 
 Following the task composition explained in Section 3.1, the diagnostic support agent is 
composed of three components (see Figure 5): own process control, hypothesis determination 
(which determines the focus hypotheses: those that should be investigated) and hypothesis 

validation (which takes care of investigation whether a focus hypothesis should be confirmed 
or rejected). The component own process control is composed of two sub-components: process 

coordination and results evaluation. The component hypothesis determination is composed of the 
three sub-components hypothesis determination process control, hypothesis generation (which 
generates the options for focus hypotheses) and hypothesis selection (which selects one of the 
options); see Figure 6.  
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Figure 7:   Composition of Hypothesis Validation 
  
 The component hypothesis validation is also composed of three sub-components (see Figure 
7): hypothesis validation process control, observation determination (which determines the 
observations that are relevant for the focus hypothesis, and are not yet performed), and 
hypothesis evaluation (which evaluates the focus hypotheses in the light of the results of 
observations that have been performed). In the component hypothesis evaluation any of the 
static approaches to diagnosis available in the literature (e.g., [15]) can be incorporated. 

4.2  The Clarification Support Agent 

Composition at the top level of the clarification support agent is depicted in Figure 8. When 
required, the clarification support agent receives specific requests for clarification from the 
user. Furthermore, the clarification support agent receives information from the diagnostic 
support agent on the basis of which the diagnostic process can be fully (continually) 
monitored. The clarification support agent’s own process control analyses an incoming request, 
and determines which type of clarification is required: terminology clarification, syntax 
clarification or process clarification. After this, the right component addresses the 
clarification request. Terminology clarification and syntax clarification are not discussed in 
further detail in this paper.  
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Figure 8:  Composition of the top level of the Clarification Support Agent 



 
 

 

 Explanation on the process can be generated by the component process clarification at any 
point in the diagnostic process. Often clarification of the diagnostic process involves 
clarification of previous steps in the process in addition to the current status, and possibly 
includes the future process as well. A request often refers to the current step in the process, 
but may also refer (either explicitly, or implicitly) to previous (or subsequent) steps. 
 In some cases, clarification of the entire diagnostic process is requested. During process 
clarification a user may request further clarification on the syntax or on terms. The process 
clarification task co-ordinates the design of the contents of clarification in interaction with 
the user. The architecture of the process clarification component of the clarification support 
agent mirrors the model of the diagnostic process within the diagnostic support agent. It is 
composed of three components (see Figure 9): process clarification process control, hypothesis 

determination process analysis and hypothesis validation process analysis.  
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Figure 9:   Composition of Process Clarification 

 
 The component hypothesis determination process analysis is composed of three sub-
components: hypothesis determination process analysis process control, hypothesis generation process 

analysis and hypothesis selection process analysis (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 10:   Composition of Hypothesis Determination Process Analysis 



 
 

 

 
 The component hypothesis validation process analysis is also composed of three sub-
components: hypothesis validation process analysis process control, observation determination process 

analysis, and hypothesis evaluation process analysis (see Figure 11). 
 The component process clarification first classifies the clarification request according to 
whether it concerns clarification of the overall tasks or clarification of the process within a 
specific task. This classification is performed by the component process clarification proces 

control. If clarification of the overall task is requested the component process clarification proces 

control generates a global explanation. If clarification of the process within a task is required, 
this is delegated to the specific component within the clarification support agent related to 
that task. For example, the component hypothesis generation process analysis determines 
clarification of the process within the task hypothesis generation of the diagnostic support 
agent. The components hypothesis selection process analysis, observation determination process 

analysis, and hypothesis evaluation process analysis of the clarification support agent play a 
similar role with respect to the components hypothesis selection, observation determination, and 
hypothesis evaluation of the diagnostic support agent.  
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Figure 11:  Composition of Hypothesis Validation Process Analysis 
 
 Process explanation has been designed to be concise. An explanation, however, can refer 
to concepts that have been used in a previous task. For example, if a user asks why a 
specific symptom has to be observed, the explanation refers to the selected hypothesis. The 
user then may want to know the origin of this selected hypothesis. In this case the user may 
ask for additional clarification. Additional clarification is provided by the clarification 
agent. In this approach the clarification process can be interactively and iteratively 
deepened, depending on the detail desired by the user. 

5.  Knowledge Structures for Clarifications 

The model for diagnostic process clarification can be used to answer various process 
clarification requests. For each of these clarification requests knowledge structures are 
presented with which the clarification can be generated. The explanation instances (texts) 
generated are of sort Explanation_texts. Some of these texts are general; they are ‘precanned’ 
fragments that are dynamically combined in a flexible manner during an actual clarification 



 
 

 

process; they are specified as objects of the sort Explanation_texts. These objects are the names 
of the texts. In the implementation the actual text to which the name refers is displayed. 
Most texts consist of a generic template text in which reference is made to a specific 
symptom or hypothesis.  These texts are parameterised and are specified by functions with  
parameters as arguments. The ontology depicted below is used to define text names. 
 

sorts 
 Explanation_texts 
objects 
 general_task_model_text 
functions 
 
task_text      : Tasks -> Explanation_texts 
 
abstract_symptom_text   :  Abstract_symptoms * Hyps * Signs -> Explanation_texts 
abstract_symptom_text    :  Abstract_symptoms -> Explanation_texts 
hyp_generation_text    :  Hyps * Abstract_symptoms -> Explanation_texts 
 
config_text    :  Config * Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
displayed_hyp_text   :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
focus_hyp_text     :  Hyps ->  Explanation_texts 
selectable_hyp_text   :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
selectable_but_not_selected_hyp_text :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
 
sym_for_hyp_text    :  Symptoms * Hyps -> Explanation_texts 
 
lit_for_lit_text     :  Lits * Lits ->  Explanation_texts 
confirmed_hyp_text   :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
rejected_hyp_text    :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
ever_selectable_hyp_text   :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
neither_confirmed_nor_rejected_hyp_text  :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
rejected_hyp_text    :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
confirmed_hyp_text    :  Hyps    ->  Explanation_texts 
from_the_obs_no decision_was possible_text :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 
you_never_selected_this_selectable_hyp_text :  Hyps   ->  Explanation_texts 

 
General information: 

 
sorts 
 Origins, Tasks 
objects 
 abstract_symptoms, config_info, hyp_generation, hyp_selection, symptoms, hyp_assessments  : Origins 

 hypothesis_generation, hypothesis_selection, observation_determination, observation_interpretation   : Tasks 

6.  Task Division and Interaction between the Agents 

In this section, the task division and interaction pattern between the agents are discussed by 
means of an example pattern. 

6.1  An Example Task Division between User and Diagnostic Support Agent 

For the application to chemical process diagnosis, on which the example is based, the 
following task division between user and diagnostic support agent was used: 

•  hypothesis generation 
 user:     provides initial symptoms 



 
 

 

 diagnostic support agent:  generates hypotheses on the basis of initial symptoms 

•  hypothesis selection  
 user:     provides information on the chemical process configuration 
 diagnostic support agent:   determines a first selection (which is presented to the user) 
 user:    selects one of the hypotheses from the presented list 

•   observation determination 
 diagnostic support agent:  suggests an observation of a symptom to the user 

•   hypothesis evaluation   
 user:    provides the observation result 
 diagnostic support agent:  derives conclusions about the focus hypotheses 
 user:    result interpretation 

6.2  An Example Interaction Pattern 

The user may perform both clarification tasks and diagnostic tasks and switch between 
them at any moment. Both types of tasks are supported: the diagnostic tasks by the 
diagnostic support agent, and the clarification tasks by the clarification support agent. The 
following interaction pattern shows how these three agents and their contributions to the 
process are co-ordinated. In this example, the point in the process at which the user is 
expected to provide input on the hypothesis to be selected is discussed. The process 
proceeds as shown in Figure 12. Notice that this only shows one example pattern of 
interaction. The user is allowed to initiate an interaction with the clarification agent at any 
point in time and on any subject. The choices of these time points and subjects heaviliy 
afffect the further interaction pattern. 
 

active components  
     and interactions 

explanation 

dsa - hypothesis selection The diagnostic support agent determines a list of hypotheses as as 
first selection 

     dsa ->  user The diagnostic support agent communicates this list of hypotheses 
to the user 

user - process clarification The user reads the list of hypotheses and tries to clarify the current 
state of the process, determines a lack of clarification, and generates 
a clarification request 

               user  -> csa The user communicates the clarification request to the clarification 
support agent 

csa - proces clarification The clarification support agent analyses the clarification request and 
generates an explanation 

               user <-  csa The clarification support agent communicates the explanation to the 
user 

user - process clarification The user reads the explanation and integrates it with his or her own 
clarifications 

user - hypothesis selection Clarification is satisfactory, the user selects one of the hypotheses 

     dsa <-  user The user communicates the selected hypothesis to the diagnostic 
support agent 

Figure 12:  An example interaction pattern between the three agents 



 
 

 

 

7.   Clarification Requests and Required Knowledge  

In this section the types of clarification requests that can be handled by the clarification 
support agent are discussed, and the clarification process is illustrated by showing for some 
example clarification requests how they are handled. 

7.1  Types of Clarification Requests that can be Handled 

The model for diagnostic process clarification can be used to answer, among others, the 
following process clarification requests (in these example questions the pointers ‘this’ and 
‘these’ refer to specific instances that can be indicated by the user): 
 

• Where are we in the process ? 
• What are we doing ? 
• Why do I need to give initial symptoms here ? 
• Why do I need to give these particular initial symptoms ? 
• Why is this hypothesis in the list of displayed hypotheses ? 
• Why do I need to select a hypothesis ? 
• Why was this hypothesis focussed upon ? 
• Which hypotheses were selectable ? 
• Which selectable hypotheses have not (yet) been selected ? 
• Why is this hypothesis not in the list of displayed hypotheses ? 
• Why do I need to perform a test here ? 
• Why is this test suggested ? 
• Why is this test not suggested ? 
• How was this hypothesis found (why is this hypothesis correct) ? 
• Why was this hypothesis rejected ? 
• Which hypotheses were rejected ? 
• Which hypotheses that were selected were neither rejected nor confirmed ? 
• Why was this selectable hypothesis not confirmed ? 
• Which hypotheses were not considered ? 
• Why was this hypothesis not considered ? 

• Why was this selected hypothesis not confirmed nor rejected ? 
 
 For some of these clarification requests it is shown how the clarification can be 
generated and which knowledge structures are used. The generated explanation instances 
(texts, but in some cases also graphics) are of sort Explanation_texts. Some of the instances are 
generic; they are specified as objects of the sort Explanation_texts: the names of the texts. In 
the implementation the actual explanation instance to which the name refers is displayed. 
Most explanation instances consist of a generic template text in which reference is made to 
one or more specific symptoms or hypotheses. These texts are parameterised and are 
specified by functions with parameters as arguments. 

7.2  Knowledge Used 

To be able to provide clarification, the clarification support agent requires at least the 
following types of meta-information and meta-knowledge: 
 



 
 

 

1.  Status information about the actual and planned diagnostic process 
Information about the diagnostic process refers to information on the diagnostic process as 
performed by the user and the diagnostic support agent: 

• about the previous process until the time point at which the request for clarification 
is put forward 

• about the planned diagnostic process. 
 This information is dynamically acquired by the clarification support agent during the 
process by monitoring the user and the diagnostic support agent during their diagnostic 
reasoning and interaction. For example, the generated list of hypotheses is recorded, 
together with information on which of them have been chosen previously, and which were 
confirmed or rejected. 
 
2.  Knowledge about relations between the concepts in the diagnostic reasoning process 
To be able to generate explanation about the possible and actual reasoning steps in the 
diagnostic process the following types of meta-knowledge are required: 

• relations between initial symptom information and generated hypotheses 
• relations between hypotheses and the tests required to confirm or reject them 

This static knowledge is part of the specification of the clarification support agent. 

8.  Example Clarification Processes 

In this section an example clarification is shown to illustrate the clarification process and 
the knowledge used within the clarification support agent.  

8.1  Clarification of the overall process 

At any moment in the diagnostic process, it is assumed that the user can also perform his or 
her clarification task, and if the clarification generated by the user is not sufficient, for 
example one of the following two questions can be generated. 
 

• Where are we in the process ? 
• What are we doing ? 

 
These questions are input for the clarification support agent in the form 
 

required_process_clar(where_are_we) 
required_process_clar(what_are_we_doing) 
 

For the first question the clarification support agent's component process clarification process 

control uses the knowledge 

if  required_process_clar(where_are_we)   

    and  current_task(T:Tasks) 

then  selected_process_explanation(task_text(T:Tasks), where_are_we) 

 

 

It derives 

selected_process_clar(task_text(t), where_are_we) 
 



 
 

 

where t is the current task in the process. The text referred to by task_text(t) is given in the 
form of a graphical representation of the overall diagnostic task model, with colour or 
blinking to indicate which task is currently being performed, and a short description of the 
aim of the task (see below for instances of these task descriptions). 
 From the second question also the first question is derived within component process 

clarification process control, using the knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(what_are_we_doing)   

then  required_process_clar(where_are_we) 

In addition, by the rule 

if  required_process_clar(what_are_we_doing) 

then  selected_process_explanation(general_task_model_text, what_are_we_doing) 

it is derived 

selected_process_clar(general_task_model_text, what_are_we_doing) 
 
 The explanation text referred to by general_task_model_text is given in the form of a 
graphical representation of the overall diagnostic task model, with colour or blinking to 
indicate which task is currently being performed, and, in addition, from each of the 
displayed components a hyperlink to a short text to explain the task. 

8.2  Clarification of generated hypotheses 

Another clarification request can arise during hypothesis selection, at the moment that the 
user receives the list of hypotheses selected by the diagnostic support agent: 

• Why is this hypothesis  H:Hyps in the list of generated hypotheses ? 
 
This question is handled by the component hypothesis generation process analysis; it is 
represented as 

 required_process_clar(why_generated(H:Hyps)) 
 
First, by the component process clarification process control the question is classified as one to be 
treated by the component hypothesis generation process analysis: Using the knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(why_generated(H:Hyps))     

then   required_process_clar_type(hypothesis_generation) 
 
the component process clarification process control generates 

required_process_clar_type(hypothesis_generation) 
 
Note that this is a case in which the question goes back to an earlier task in the process.  
 
Next, hypothesis generation process analysis processes the question using the knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(why_generated(H:Hyps))   

    and is_positive_support_for(S:Symptoms, H:Hyps) 

    and has_been_observed(S:Symptoms) 



 
 

 

then  selected_process_explanation(hyp_generation_text(H:Hyps, S:Symptoms),  

     why_generated(H:Hyps)) 
 
For a number of symptoms, conclusions that are drawn contain the expression 

 hyp_generation_text(H:Hyps, S:Symptoms) 
 
Based on these conclusions the following text is displayed: 
 

Because of the initial symptoms S:Symptoms that were observed, and the fact that hypothesis  
H:Hyps can cause these symptoms, the hypothesis was one of the generated possible hypotheses. 

8.3  Clarification of the task hypothesis generation 

In the part of the process in which the user performs both the task hypothesis generation and 
the task hypothesis generation process analysis, a lack of clarification can be found and one of (or 
both) the following questions can be generated: 
 

• Why do I need to give initial symptoms here ? 
• Why do I need to give these particular initial symptoms here ? 

 
The clarification support agent receives them as instances of atoms of the form 
 

required_process_clar(why_do_we_need_initial_symptoms) 
required_process_clar(required_info(S:Initial_symptoms)) 

 
Using the knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(why_do_we_need_initial_symptoms) 

then  required_process_clar_type(hypothesis_generation) 

 

if  required_process_clar(required_info(S:Initial_symptoms)) 

then  required_process_clar_type(hypothesis_generation) 

 
the component process clarification process control generates 

 

required_process_clar_type(hypothesis_generation) 

 
as its conclusion. By the task control knowledge, hypothesis generation process analysis is 
provided with the input on required clarification and activated. In this component, for the 
first question, based on the knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(why_do_we_need_initial_symptoms) 

then  selected_process_explanation(task_text(hypothesis_generation),     

    why_do_we_need_initial_symptoms) 
 
the conclusion  
 

selected_process_explanation(task_text(hypothesis_generation), why_do_we_need_initial_symptoms) 



 
 

 

 
is generated. Here task_text(hypothesis_generation) refers to the following text to be displayed: 
 

Initially the complaints are needed to be able to focus on a set of possible hypotheses about the 
cause of the problems. For example, if the complaint is .. then the hypothesis ... will not be taken 
into account .  

 
For the second question, and the specified initial symptom, the component hypothesis 

generation  process analysis uses the knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(required_info(S:Initial_symptoms)) 

and  is_positive_support_for(S:Initial_symptoms, H:Hyps) 

then  selected_process_explanation(initial_symptom_text(S:Initial_symptoms, H:Hyps, pos),  

      required_info(S:Initial_symptoms)); 

if  required_process_clar(required_info(S:Initial_symptoms)) 

and  is_negative_support_for(S:Initial_symptoms, H:Hyps) 

then  selected_process_explanation(initial_symptom_text(S:Initial_symptoms, H:Hyps, neg),  

      required_info(S:Initial_symptoms)) 

 
to derive for a number of hypotheses  H:Hyps conclusions of the form: 
 

selected_process_explanation(initial_symptom_text(S:Initial_symptoms, H:Hyps, S:Signs)),  

       required_info(S:Initial_symptoms)) 

 
Here initial_symptom_text(S:Initial_symptoms, H:Hyps, S:Signs) refers to a text explaining  

(1) if S: Signs is pos: The initial symptom   S:Initial_symptoms positively supports the hypothesis  

H:Hyps; 
(2) if S:Signs is neg: The initial symptom   S:Initial_symptoms negatively supports the hypothesis  

H:Hyps. 

8.4  Clarification related to hypothesis selection 

Within the user task hypothesis selection the following clarification request can arise. 
 
• Why do I need to select a hypothesis ? 
 
By the component hypothesis selection process analysis the conclusion 
 

selected_process_explanation(task_text(hypothesis_selection),why_do_we_need_to_select_a_hypothesis) 
 
is drawn: the text to which  task_text(hypothesis_selection) refers (see above) is displayed. 
 
*  Why can I select just one hypothesis ? 
 
In a similar manner this question is processed: by the component hypothesis selection process 

analysis the same conclusion 
 

selected_process_explanation(task_text(hypothesis_selection), why_can_I_select_just_one_hypothesis) 



 
 

 

 
is drawn and the same text is displayed.  

8.5  Clarification within hypothesis validation 

Within the user task hypothesis validation the following question can arise 
 
• Why was this hypothesis focussed upon ? 
 
This question is handled by the component hypothesis selection process analysis, using the 
knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(hyp_selection, focus_hyp(H:Hyps)) 
then  selected_process_explanation(focus_hyp_text(H:Hyps), focus_hyp(H:Hyps)) 

 
The conclusion contains focus_hyp_text(H:Hyps), which refers to the following text to be 
displayed: 
 

The hypothesis  H:Hyps was on the list of generated hypotheses and you selected it . 
 
Subsequently, the following follow-up question can arise: 
 
• Which hypotheses were selectable ? 
 
This question is treated by the component hypothesis selection process analysis, using the 
knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(hyp_selection, which_hyps_were_ever_selectable) 
and  ever_selectable_hyp(H:Hyps) 
then  selected_process_explanation(selectable_hyp_text(H:Hyps), which_hyps_were_ever_selectable) 

 
>> display list of the hypotheses that were considered 
 
Next, the following question could be put forward: 
 
• Which selectable hypotheses  have not (yet)  been selected  ? 
 
This question is treated by the component hypothesis selection process analysis, using the 
knowledge 
 
 

if  required_process_clar(hyp_selection, which_selectable_hyps_were_never_selected) 
and  ever_selectable_hyp(H:Hyps) 
and  not selected(H:Hyps) 
then selected_process_explanation(selectable_but_not_selected_hyp_text(H:Hyps), 

which_selectable_hyps_were_never_selected) 
 
>> display list of the considered hypotheses that have not yet  been selected 
 
A question that was left out of consideration is: 
 
• Why is this hypothesis not in the list of displayed hypotheses ? 
 



 
 

 

This question could be answered similarly. 

8.6  Clarification of observation determination 

Within the user task observation determination the following question can arise: 
 
• Why do I need to perform a test here ? 
 
This question is answered by the component observation determination process analysis, using the 
knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(symptoms, why_do_you_need_symptoms) 
then  selected_process_explanation(task_text(observation_determination), 

why_do_you_need_symptoms) 
 
Displayed text task_text(observation_determination): 

The diagnostic process has been focussed on a hypothesis that is expected to be the cause. By 
performing relevant tests the hypothesis can be confirmed or rejected. 

 
A folow-up question can be: 
 
• Why is this test suggested ? 
 
Also this question is answered by the component observation determination process analysis, this 
time using the knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(symptoms, required_info(S:Symptoms)) 
and   current_hyp(H:Hyps) 
then  selected_process_explanation(sym_for_hyp_text(S:Symptoms, H:Hyps), 

required_info(S:Symptoms)) 
 
Displayed text sym_for_hyp_text(S:Symptoms, H:Hyps): 
 

If the focus hypothesis  H:Hyps is the fault, then this can have effect on the values measured by this 
test for S:Symptoms. 
If the test results are available, then this forms the basis for confirming or rejecting the focus 
hypothesis. 

 
After this the possibility can be offered to make a new selection: 
 Do you want to revise your hypothesis selection ?  
 
The question 
 
• Why is this test not suggested ? 
 
has not been considered, but could be answered in a similar way. 

8.7  Clarification of hypothesis evaluation 

Within the user task result interpretation the following questions can be put forward: 
 
• How was this hypothesis found (why is this hypothesis  correct) ? 
• Why was this hypothesis rejected ? 
 



 
 

 

These questions are answered by the component observation interpretation process analysis, using 
the knowledge 
 

instances of: 
rule_for(R:Rules, L:Lits) 
in_body_of(L:Lits, R:Rules) 
 
if  rule_for(R:Rules, L:Lits) 
and  In_body_of(L1:Lits, R:Rules) 
then  relevant_for(L1:Lits, L:Lits) 
 
if  required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, confirmed(L:Lits)) 
and  relevant_for(L1:Lits, L:Lits) 
and  symptom(L1:Lits) 
then  selected_process_explanation(sym_for_hyp_text(L1:Lits, L:Lits), confirmed(L:Lits)) 
 
if  required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, rejected(L:Lits)) 
and  relevant_for(L1:Lits, not(L:Lits)) 
and  symptom(L1:Lits) 
then selected_process_explanation(sym_for_hyp_text(L1:Lits, not(L:Lits)), rejected(L:Lits)) 
 
if  required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, rejected(L:Lits)) 
and  relevant_for(L1:Lits, L:Lits) 
and  not symptom(L1:Lits) 
then  selected_process_explanation(lit_for_lit_text(L1:Lits, not(L:Lits)), rejected(L:Lits)) 
 
if  required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, confirmed(L:Lits)) 
and  relevant_for(L1:Lits, L:Lits) 
and  not symptom(L1:Lits) 
then  selected_process_explanation(lit_for_lit_text(L1:Lits, L:Lits), confirmed(L:Lits)) 

 
Based on the conclusions, text of the following type is displayed: 
 

The test information .... implies   ..... (...)  .... implies(by domain knowledge) that this hypothesis  
is/is not the fault. 

 
An opposite question is: 
 
• Which hypotheses were rejected ? 
 
This question is treated by the component observation interpretation process analysis, using the 
knowledge 
 

if  required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, which_hypotheses_were_rejected) 
and  ever_rejected(H:Hyps) 
then  selected_process_explanation(rejected_hyp_text(H:Hyps), which_hypotheses_were_rejected) 

 
Based on the conclusion the following is displayed: 
>> display list of the hypotheses that were rejected 
Another question is: 
 
• Which hypotheses that were selected were neither rejected nor confirmed  ? 
 
This question is treated by the component observation interpretation process analysis, using the 
knowledge 
 



 
 

 

if      required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, which_hypotheses_were_neither_confirmed_nor_rejected) 
and  not ever_confirmed(H:Hyps) 
and  not ever_rejected(H:Hyps) 
then selected_process_explanation(neither_confirmed_nor_rejected_hyp_text(H:Hyps), 

which_hypotheses_were_neither_confirmed_nor_rejected) 
 
Based on the conclusion the following is displayed: 
 
>> display list of the selected hypotheses that were neither confirmed nor rejected 
 
A further question: 
 
• Why was this selectable hypothesis not  confirmed ? 
 
This question is treated by the component observation interpretation process analysis, using the 
knowledge 
 

if required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, 
why_was_this_selectable_hypothesis_not_confirmed(H:Hyps)) 

and  ever_selected(H:Hyps) 
and  ever_rejected(H:Hyps) 
then selected_process_explanation(rejected_hyp_text(H:Hyps), 

why_was_this_selectable_hypothesis_not_confirmed(H:Hyps)) 
 
if required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, 

why_was_this_selectable_hypothesis_not_confirmed(H:Hyps)) 
and  ever_selected(H:Hyps) 
and  not ever_rejected(H:Hyps) 
and  not ever_confirmed(H:Hyps) 
then selected_process_explanation(from_the_obs_no decision_was possible_text(H:Hyps),  
  why_was_this_selectable_hypothesis_not_confirmed(H:Hyps)) 
 
if required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, 

why_was_this_selectable_hypothesis_not_confirmed(H:Hyps)) 
and  ever_confirmed(H:Hyps) 
then selected_process_explanation(confirmed_hyp_text(H:Hyps), 

 why_was_this_selectable_hypothesis_not_confirmed(H:Hyps)) 
 
if required_process_clar(hyp_assessments, 

why_was_this_selectable_hypothesis_not_confirmed(H:Hyps)) 
and  not ever_selected(H:Hyps) 
then selected_process_explanation(you_never_selected_this_selectable_hyp_text(H:Hyps), 

why_was_this_selectable_hypothesis_not_confirmed(H:Hyps)) 
 
depending on the conclusions, display text: 
-  the hypothesis was selected and rejected 
-  this hypothesis was selected but neither rejected nor confirmed 
-  actually this hypothesis was confirmed 
-  the hypothesis was not selected yet 
 
In addition, the user can be offered the possibility to select a conclusion 
 

 Do you want to select it now ?  
 
The following questions have been left out of consideration, but could be answered as well. 
 
• Which hypotheses were not considered ? 



 
 

 

• Why was this hypothesis not considered ? 
• Why was this selected hypothesis not  confirmed nor rejected? 

9.  Conclusions 

The multi-agent architecture presented in this paper has been developed to support a user 
both at the level of the diagnostic task he or she is performing and at the level of 
clarification. In co-operation with the Dutch chemical industry DSM the architecture has 
been applied to diagnosis of chemical processes. The objective is to make it easier for a user 
to work with a diagnostic support system by adding the clarification support agent, and thus 
to contribute to more successful application of diagnostic support systems in chemical 
industry. The genericity of the architecture makes it reusable for various tasks and domains, 
for diagnostis and other tasks, within chemical industry and beyond. 
 To design multi-agent systems, the component-based design method DESIRE [2] has 
turned out quite useful. DESIRE also supports task modelling abstracting from (multi-) 
agent structures. The architecture presented here could also have been modelled as a 
component-based knowledge-based system with components user, diagnosis support task 
and clarification support task. Then some form of control over the three task shouls be 
specified, for example some loop through the three. In our approach the multi-agent 
perspective was chosen to make explicit the different interactions of the parties involved, 
and to support dynamic, event-driven behaviour. The co-operating agents can behave in a 
reactive manner, but can also be pro-active by taking the initiative. Thus the architecture as 
presented provides more flexibility. In the perspective put forward in [10], among others, it 
was argued that in interactive processes involving knowledge-based support systems, 
explanation is crucial and that agent-based modelling could turn out useful for that. In [12], 
interface agents are described that support search for information. A difference with our 
approach is that no explicit task model is involved and that no explanation is given on the 
process on the basis of such a task model. The same type of difference can be found with 
the approach described in [1]. Another difference with the references as mentioned is that in 
our approach the architecture is based on an explicit component-based architecture, which 
supports maintainability and reuse. 
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